FreshGames Works Its Magic Again with Cubis® Creatures Launch On iOS
Refreshing spin on award-winning PC puzzler results in rousing release of
Cubis Creatures for iPhone and iPad

Columbus, OH – April 12, 2012 -- FreshGames®, publisher of smash-hit online
games, announces the immediate release of Cubis Creatures for iPhone and iPad.
Offering a refreshing take on a series that has been enjoyed by millions, Cubis
Creatures’ captivates users with a blend of dynamic 3D gameplay and a cast of colorful
characters. Set in an adorable whimsical world, each stage of Cubis Creatures
challenges players to awaken fluffy creatures from their magical slumbers. To rouse
these curiously cute characters, players must creatively stack, smash and match
colorful cubes together to solve over eighty crafty puzzles.
“The Cubis series has been an extremely successful casual gaming franchise over the
last decade, amassing a fan-base well into the millions,” said Stephan Smith, Executive
Producer of Cubis Creatures. “Fans have really enjoyed the unique puzzles; they are
unlike any other game. In this latest version, we took what made the Cubis series a
success and made it even more compelling by intensifying the action with a whole new
arcade feel. These changes, combined with stunning visuals and completely new audio,
make for a surreal experience.”
Cubis Creatures features a slew of handcrafted, engaging puzzles and gratifying
achievements while providing hours of charming and challenging fun. An assortment of
specialty cubes, including color morphing osmosis and explosive laser cubes, intensify
the fun as users progress from one impressive puzzle to the next. Players who want to
flaunt their skills can do so with the new daily “Cubis Tournament”, which lets users
compete across the globe to see who’s the world’s top player. Additionally,
FreshGames has recently partnered with real-life reward provider Kiip, so fans should
look forward to winning future tangible prizes for conquering the tournament
leaderboards.
Cubis Creatures Features Include:
●
80 diverse levels guaranteed to never be the same twice
●
Curiously cute creatures, including: Foobit, Gimbo, Big Blu, and more!
●
Daily “Cubis Tournaments” for players to compete in across the globe
●
A unique variety of specialty cubes to help make short work of each devious
puzzle
●
Additional level packs for $0.99
Cubis Creatures for iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad will be Free on the Apple App Store
for the Lite version or $.99 for the Full version

For more information on Cubis Creatures, please go to www.FreshGames.com
###

About FreshGames®
FreshGames® is global publisher and developer of casual games based in Columbus,
Ohio. The company was formed in 2002 by gaming industry veterans and seasoned
marketers with a shared vision to create amazing, simple and addictive gaming
experiences across PC, mobile and host of other platforms. FreshGames has won
multiple awards for its original casual game content including Cubis®, Word Mojo™,
ZenGems® and Ranch Rush®. Millions around the world have downloaded the
company’s games, which also appear on leading online portals and major retail partners
globally, international online casinos and skills-based gaming sites
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